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Abstract—Human mouth is very flexible such that its status
(closed or open) is often used as a judgment in the liveness
detection of face recognition. However, due to large head pose
and illumination variations, accurate mouth status estimation is
still challenging in real-world scenarios. In this paper, we propose
a deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) method for mouth
status estimation under unconstrained conditions and different
types of attacks. Different from previous methods that extract
hand-crafted features and then treat the estimation problem as
a binary classification task, our method automatically extracts
discriminative features via learned convolutional and the pooling
layers. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method and
the challenge of mouth status estimation in real-world, we also
propose a mouth status estimation dataset that contains 10,714
images in the wild. Experimental results with two types of liveness
attacks show that our proposed method outperforms the other
traditional methods, especially in the wild condition.

Index Terms—mouth state estimation in the wild; convolutional
neural networks; robust feature extracting;

I. INTRODUCTION

Given an arbitrary human face image that contains mouth,

to determine the state of the mouth, open or closed, belongs to

the problem of mouth state estimation. Mouth state estimation

is very beneficial for multiple applications, such as liveness

detection, face verification and emotions recognition. For

example, the most common detection method in an interactive

liveness detection system is to ask the user to open his or

her mouth. In practical application, high-accuracy mouth state

estimation is a challenging problem due to the large variations

in poses, expressions and illumination in the wild conditions,

as well as the ambiguity of the definition of an open mouth.

Some mouth samples shown in Figure 1 indicate that there

is no apparent visible difference between the open and closed

mouth sometimes if the pictures are captured in unconstrained

conditions. Those factors mentioned above make the prediction

very hard even for human being.

Mouth state estimation has attracted a great deal of research

interest in recent years. In previous traditional methods, ex-

tracting hand-crafted features and then solving the problem

as a binary classification task have become a standard step

in mouth state estimation. Haar-like features and the cascade

Adaboost classifier were firstly proposed by Viola and Jones

[14] in the field of face detection and the method was soon

Fig. 1. First row: some samples from the dataset collected by ourselves.
Second row: the patches cropped from the images in the first row. The mouthes
in the first and the third column are manually labeled as open ones whereas
the mouthes in the second and the fourth column are labeled as closed ones.

borrowed to mouth state estimation. A large amount of studies

on hand-crafted feature design have made great progress, e.g.,

Bouvier at al. [2] designed a retina filter to extract desirable

features and classify them by a binary SVM classifier, Kumar

at al. [10] extracted HOG-like features on various mouth

regions to tackle attribute classification, Yuen at al. [18]

predicted the mouth state by the shape parameter acquired

by detecting the mouth boundary, Wang et al. [15] combined

LBP and HOG features as the feature set to deal with partial

occlusion situation, Bourdev et al. [1] built a three-level SVM

system to extract higher-level information to improve the

discriminativeness of hand-crafted features. Although much

progress has been achieved in the past decades, the mouth

state estimation in real world scene with large variations in

poses, expressions and illumination is still not well solved.

Nowadays, traditional approaches with hand-crafted features

are limited in further improving the estimation accuracy and

robustness. How to design robust features in coping with

these variations becomes a headache problem. Fortunately,

convolutional neural networks have shown its power in many

challenging computer vision problems, such as face detection

[11], face alignment [20], face recognition [5] and attribute

estimation [7]. Due to the deep structure [19], CNNs can learn

to extract high-level features which are invariant with poses,

expressions, illumination [16].

Considering the advantages of CNNs [3], we employ them

to address the mouth state estimation problem. We design the
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Fig. 2. The structure of our proposed deep convolutional networks. The input is the gray scale image and the outputs are the probabilities of being an open
mouth and being a closed mouth. The third and the fourth convolutional layers share weights locally. 2 × 2 max-pooling layers between the convolutional
layers are omitted for simplicity. The numbers above each cuboid, e.g., (56× 56@20), denote the size of filter maps(56× 56) and the number of filter maps
(20), respectively. Local receptive field of neurons in different layers are illustrated by the numbers below each cuboid.

deep convolutional neural networks that are very effective for

high-accuracy estimation. Our convolutional networks take the

cropped mouth image as input without complex preprocessing

to make the best use of texture. The learned convolutional

layers extract robust features that are effective for mouth

state estimation automatically, then the fully-connected layers

generate feature representation for the softmax function to

produce the possibility for the mouth to be open and closed.

Unlike the cascaded regression approach in [13], we use a

single convolutional net to predict the mouth state, and we

do not take any pre-train strategies, which rely on a huge

amount of data collected for other tasks. We only use the data

collected by ourselves and train our model from scratch, so

the data preparation for our method is much easier and the

training process is much faster.

Sufficient data are an essential part of the model training.

However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly

available dataset built specifically for mouth state estimation

at present. To demonstrate the performance of our model and

further research, we establish a dataset with 10,714 labeled

frontal face images of 58 subjects. Those images are captured

while people are reading the digits 0 to 9 in Chinese in front of

the camera. Figure 1 shows some samples from our dataset.

The mouth state estimation on our dataset is a challenging

problem because the changes among those images are very

subtle. We randomly split our dataset into training set and

test set and compare our method with traditional methods

which use manually designed features and SVM. Experimental

results show that our proposed method outperforms the other

methods and is more robust to illumination and irregular noise.

II. OUR METHOD

In this section, we first introduce the data preprocessing,

then give an overview of our proposed convolutional neural

network and introduce the implementation details.

A. Data Preprocessing

We employ SDM method [17] for mouth landmark detection

on the frontal face images, then the mouth patches are cropped

by locating a bounding box that contains the mouth region of

interest. The center of the bounding box of mouth is the center

of the mouth, the width and height of the bounding box is 1.1

times and 0.7 times the width of the mouth, respectively. For

the convenience of calculation, we resize all the patches to

60 × 60 × 1, where 1 means using gray representation. To

further augment the training set, we also randomly flip and

rotate the patches.

B. Implementation Details of CNNs

To address the drawbacks of manually designed feature

extractors [8], we adopt an deep learning approach. Discrimi-

native features can be extracted by the high-level layers of our

deep convolutional structures, which improves the accuracy

and robustness of the mouth state estimation. The architecture

of our proposed networks is summarized in Figure 2. Our

CNNs in this paper contain four convolutional layers, three

max-pooling layers, followed by two fully-connected layers.

The input of our CNNs is a 60× 60 image patches with gray

representation as mentioned above. Following the input, the

first convolutional layer filters the input patches via 20 kernels

of size 5×5×1 with the stride of 1. The second convolutional

layer filters the input of the previous layer with 40 kernels

of size 3 × 3 × 20. The third convolutional layer contains

60 kernels of size 2× 2× 40. The fourth convolutional layer

contains 80 kernels of size 2×2×60. The first fully-connected

layer has 120 neurons, and the last fully-connected layer has 2

neurons. The outputs of the first three convolutional layers in

the same kernel map are summarized by a 2× 2 max-pooling

layer before fed into the next layer. Finally, our CNNs output

the possibility for the mouth to be open and closed.
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C. Activation function

We adopt the hyperbolic tangent function rectified by abso-

lute value as activation function, which effectively improves

the performance of convolutional neural networks on Caltech-

101. With the activation function, the convolution operation is

formulated as

yj(r) = |tanh(bj(r) +
∑

i=1

wij(r) × xi(r))|. (1)

Where xi and yj are the i-th input map and the j-th output

map, respectively. wij denotes the weight between the i-th

input map and the j-th output map. bj is the bias of the j-th

output map, and × denotes the convolutional operation.

D. Locally sharing weights

In general, all the neurons of convolutional networks on the

same map are globally shared based on the assumption that the

same features may appear everywhere in an image. That means

filters useful in one place should also be useful in others.

However, for the mouth patches with fixed spatial layout in our

experiment, locally sharing weights at high layers is a more

beneficial approach for learning different high-level features.

Each feature map in the third and the fourth convolutional

layers of our model is equally divided into 2 by 2 regions

and only the weights in the same region are shared. The

convolution operation in the third and the fourth convolutional

layers can be modified as:

yj(r,p,q) = |tanh(bj(r,p,q) +
∑

i=1

wij(r,p,q) × xi(r,p,q))|. (2)

Where p ∈ {0, 1} and q ∈ {0, 1}.

E. Training Details

Our CNNs are trained from scratch by back propagation

and SGD with cross-entropy loss function. We use a Gaussian

distribution with zero mean and a standard deviation of 0.01

to initialize weights. The biases are initialized as 0. In each

iteration, the weights are updated after learning the mini-batch

with the size of 128. In all layers, we set the momentum as 0.9

and the weight decay as 0.005. This small amount of weight

decay is important for the model to learn. The basic learning

rate is set to 0.01 and updated as:

lrn = lr0 · (1 + γ × n)−p. (3)

Where lr0 and lrn are the basic learning rate and the learning

rate at the n-th iteration, respectively. In this paper, we set

γ = 0.0001 and p = 0.75.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset

To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available

dataset built specifically for mouth state estimation at present.

To demonstrate the performance of our model and further

research, we construct a dataset that contains 10,714 frontal

face images of 58 subjects captured from videos of uttering

digits 0 to 9 in Chinese at a resolution of 640 × 360. The

state of mouths in each image has been manually classified as

open or closed. Figure 1 shows the samples from our dataset.

The same as [12] , we perform the subject dependent (SD)

experiments and the subject independent (SI) experiments to

demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. The training

and test data of the SD experiments are from the same set

of subjects whereas those data of the SI experiments are

from different subjects. In our experiment, we randomly select

8,940 images consisted of 52 subjects as the training set

and 916 images from the same subjects as the test set for

SD experiments. We select the remaining 858 images of 6

subjects as the test set for SI experiments. The performance of

mouth state estimation is measured with the average accuracy

in following experiment. It indicates the performance of an

algorithm. The average accuracy is measured as

accuracy =
TP + TN

N
. (4)

Where TP and TN denote the numbers of correctly predicted

images and correctly rejected images, respectively. N is the

number of images in the test set.

B. Comparison with other methods

We compare our method with the traditional approaches

extracting hand-crafted features and using Support Vector

Machine (SVM) classifier to predict the label. Here, two types

of feature extractors are compared with our method:

• HOG (Histograms of Oriented Gradients) feature extrac-

tor [6]: We use the single window approach and the

detection window is divided into cells of size 8×8 pixels

and each group of 2×2 cells is integrated into a block in

a sliding fashion, each cell consists of a 9-bin Histogram

of Oriented Gradients. The input images are the cropped

mouth patches rescaled to 48×48 and a 900-dimensional

HOG feature vector is extracted from each image.

• LBP (Local Binary Pattern) feature extractor: We equally

divide the input image into 16 non-overlapping cells. We

use the uniform local binary pattern [9] operator in the

neighborhood of size 8×8 pixels. Then we compute and

normalize the histogram of the frequency of each pattern

occurring over the cell. We concatenate histograms of all

cells into a cell-structured 928-dimensional LBP feature

vector. The input images are the same as the input images

prepared for HOG feature extractor.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE SD AND SI TEST ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT METHODS

Setting HOG+SVM LBP+SVM Ours
SD test Accuracy 76.0% 74.1% 90.5%
SI test Accuracy 71.0% 64.5% 84.4%

We classify the extracted feature vectors by employing

a linear SVM. In our implementation, we use the libsvm

library [4] to train the SVM classifier. The SD and SI test

set are divided into 10 subsets by different uttering digit in

the comparison experiment. We evaluate the performance of

different methods on each subset individually and report the
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Fig. 3. The SD and SI test accuracy of the different methods on the 10
subsets. The result suggests that our method is apparently better at handling
with difficult situations. For example, the mouthes that utters the digit 5 is
the hardest to classify in our experiment, and the accuracy of our method is
nearly twice the accuracy of HOG+SVM on the SI test set.

Fig. 4. First row: some samples of the cropped mouth patches corrupted by
white Gaussian noise. Second row: some samples of the partially occluded
mouth patches.

results in Figure 3. The average accuracy on the whole SD and

SI test set are summarized and shown as Table I. According to

the experimental results, we can see that our proposed method

outperforms previous methods resort to hand-crafted features

and SVM.

C. Robustness investigation

To demonstrate the robustness of our method in coping

with large illumination variations and occlusion, we perform

the liveness attack tests and distort the test images in two

ways: (1) We corrupt the SD and SI test sets by adding white

Gaussian noise, which arises in digital images caused by poor

illumination or transmission, with a zero mean and a standard

deviation of 0.01 for each pixel. (2) We randomly shelter the

lip region from 20% to 70% with black bars for each mouth

patch. Some mouth samples for the liveness attack tests are

shown as Figure 4. For simplicity, the SD and SI test sets

corrupted by the noise are called the SDN test set and the

SIN test set, respectively. The partially occluded SD and SI

test sets are called the SDO test set and the SIO test set,

respectively.

The experimental results are summarized in Table II. We

can see that our model achieve higher accuracy than the other

methods even in the noisy situations. The outperforming of

our model demonstrates that our learned convolutional layers

have extracted robust features in coping with the variations

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE LIVENESS ATTACK TEST AVERAGE ACCURACY OF

DIFFERENT METHODS

Setting HOG+SVM LBP+SVM Ours
SDN test Accuracy 72.9% 73.3% 87.5%
SIN test Accuracy 64.4% 63.1% 83.6%
SDO test Accuracy 59.4% 58.5% 84.1%
SIO test Accuracy 60.2% 60.0% 82.3%

Fig. 5. The SIN and SIO test accuracy of the different methods on the
10 subsets. The experimental results show that our method is more robust to
noise attack and the accuracy on the SIN test set almost remains the same as
the accuracy on the SI test set.

in the wild. The SDO and SIO test accuracy are roughly

the same, which indicates that the occluded mouth can be

regarded as being from a new subject. In the SDO and SIO

test, the average accuracy of our model is about 20% higher

than the HOG+SVM and LBP+SVM approaches, which show

that our model is able to estimate the state with a high degree

of accuracy since our method is less sensitive to occluded

inputs. The average accuracy of our method on SIN test set is

only 0.8% lower than the accuracy on the SI test set, whereas

the average accuracy of LBP+SVM and HOG+SVM on SIN

test set are 6.52% and 1.35% lower than the accuracy on the

SI test set, respectively. We can see that the performances of

SVM+HOG and SVM+LBP methods are much more inferior

if the inputs are corrupted by white Gaussian noise or black

bars, which indicates that hand-crafted feature extractors fail

to represent reliable features to classify the state of mouth

in unconstrained conditions. For example, in the worst case

as shown in Figure 5, the average accuracy of SVM+HOG

method on the SIN uttering digit 5 subset is only 12.3%.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a convolutional neural net-

works method to address the mouth state estimation problem

in the wild. Our model takes the cropped mouth patches as an

input. The learned convolutional layers automatically extract

robust features to deal with illumination variation, irregular

noise, and vicious occlusion. We have also established a

dataset with challenging images for mouth state estimation.

Experimental results have shown that our method outperforms

previous methods that resort to manually designed features and

SVM, especially in the noisy situations.
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